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Abstract— Large-scale face data together with deep learning
technology have signiﬁcantly improved the performance of face
recognition in the wild. Hereinto, the large-scale face data plays
a fundamental role, and it is nontrivial to collect a large-scale
face dataset with accurate class labels. No wonder it is quite
money and effort consuming by collecting manually, however
it is easy to access large scale face images by using a search
engine with names as keywords. Unfortunately, the retrieved
face images from search engine are usually messed up with
some noise images with wrong labels, which forms a great
need of developing algorithms to reﬁne the retrieved noisy
face image set. In this work, we propose a joint framework
in which multiple noisy face image sets reﬁning collaborates
with the discriminant feature space learning. Speciﬁcally, the
two modules, reﬁning each noisy face image set by conducting
one-class classiﬁcation based on learnt discriminant feature and
learning discriminant feature space based on reﬁned face image
sets, are updated iteratively inducing an effective reﬁnement
model. To investigate the proposed method, we collect a realworld dataset for the evaluation including 15,515 images of
46 subjects with 40% ∼ 63.5% noise images per subject. The
experimental results demonstrate that state-of-the-art one-class
classiﬁcation methods can be signiﬁcantly improved when
being embedded in the proposed framework, and the proposed
framework exhibits strong robustness even when the mean noise
proportion is up to 50% ∼ 80%.

Noisy Face Image Set (NFIS) to achieve large-scale and
clean face images set, and this is called as NFIS reﬁning in
this work. To make this problem more general, we assume
that only the visual information of NFIS is available, and
neither the initial rank-order list nor text around the images
is provided.
The NFIS reﬁning seems related with face clustering [15],
[16] and face tagging [17], [14], [18], but they are quite
different. Face clustering attempts to split a whole image set
into clusters, with each cluster containing only those images
of one subject. Face tagging intends to associate the faces in
an image with names appeared in the surrounding text. In the
NFIS reﬁning problem this work focuses on, each of a few
subjects is associated with an noisy image set, which contains
images of this subject but corrupted with some irrelevant
images, and the goal is to remove those irrelevant images
in each noisy face images set. It should be noticed noisy
images in NFIS means wrong label, which is different from
the image-level noise studied in [26], [27].
A straightforward strategy is turning to a little human
effort. [20] proposes an active learning approach that allows
human to label a small number of representative images to
beneﬁt the reﬁning. [1] employs a semi-automatic pipeline to
reﬁne noisy face image set with a few pre-labeled images as
seeds. Some other pioneer works exploit auxiliary information to facilitate the reﬁning, such as the surrounding text,
initial rank-list [21], [22]. Among these works, [21] fuses
both the text and visual feature to re-rank the noisy image
set. [22] adopts an incremental model learning approach to
re-rank the noisy image set, started from the initial rank-order
list returned by the search engine.
In many more challenging scenarios, neither manual effort
nor auxiliary information is available, leaving the visual
information as the only information. [19] proposes an extended probabilistic latent semantic analysis method (pLSA)
encoding the spatial information of visual word to learn
object classiﬁer from the noisy image sets. In [11], an unsupervised label reﬁnement approach is proposed by forming
the visual relevance of images in a graph-based and low-rank
learning framework. These two methods model all the noisy
image sets jointly. Another promising paradigm attempts to
reﬁne each noisy image set independently, called as one-class
classiﬁcation, and some representative works include Locally
One-Class SVM [28], UOCL [6], RKDE [5] and SMRS

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, big face data together with deep learning
techniques [2], [4] achieve state-of-the-art performance in
real-world face recognition [12], [3], [13], [1]. A few largescale face datasets such as SCF [3], CelebFaces+ [13] and
CASIA-WEB [1] have been collected to facilitate the training
of DCNN. As a result, large-scale real-world face dataset
with label annotation becomes the basis for face recognition
research.
One common way of building a large-scale face dataset is
to collect face images manually, but it is quite money and
effort consuming. Recently, another popular way is to collect
face images semi-automatically, i.e., a large-scale candidate
face images with noise images are ﬁrstly retrieved from
the search engine using the person’s names as keywords,
and then the noisy face image sets are reﬁned manually to
remove those noise images. This semi-automatic way has
saved a lot cost, but still needs lots of manual effort to
eliminate those noise images. Therefore, it is in great need
to develop techniques that can fully automatically reﬁne the
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[7]. Among these works, Locally One-Class SVM learns
multiple discriminative hyper-spheres locally for the normal
data through a top-down procedure. UOCL jointly learns
label assignment and max-margin one-class classiﬁer for the
noisy image set. RKDE is a nonparametric density estimation
method, of which low density sample has lower conﬁdence of
being clean. SMRS is a sparse based representative selection
method which assumes that the noise sample only takes part
in the representation of itself and very few other samples.
The basic principal of most methods is that those clean
images in each NFIS are strongly related to each other while
those noise images are weakly or not related to them. This
kind of relevance is usually characterized based on the raw
feature, which may be inaccurate. Therefore, we proposed a
joint framework in which the NFIS reﬁning collaborates with
the discriminant feature space learning. Speciﬁcally, oneclass classiﬁcation is conducted on each NFIS to determine
each sample’s conﬁdence of being clean. Furthermore, based
on those high conﬁdence samples, the supervised feature
space learning method FLDA [8] is adopted to learn discriminant feature, based on which the one-class classiﬁcation
can be conducted in a more discriminant and accurate
feature space. The one-class classiﬁcation and discriminant
feature are updated iteratively, and they can beneﬁt each
other, leading to an self-taught framework for NFIS reﬁning.
We term this approach as Noisy Face Image Sets Reﬁning
Collaborated with Discriminant Feature Space Learning .
The contributions of our work can be summarized as:
1. We propose a joint framework of Noisy Face Image
Sets Reﬁning Collaborated with Discriminant Feature Space
Learning (NFIS-DFSL) to reﬁne those noisy face image sets.
Our approach jointly conducts feature space learning and
one-class classiﬁcation via a self-taught mechanism. The
experimental results demonstrate that state-of-the-art oneclass classiﬁcation methods can be signiﬁcantly improved
when being embedded in NFIS-DFSL, exhibiting strong
robustness even when the mean noise proportion is up to
50% ∼ 80%.
2. A new dataset, Bing Noisy Face Dataset (BNF), is
collected to study the NFIS reﬁning problem. BNF dataset
contains 15,515 images of 46 celebrities retrieved from
Microsoft Bing search engine and the ground truth label of
each sample is manually labeled for evaluation. To our best
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst real-world dataset to study the
NFIS reﬁning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
formally describes NFIS reﬁning, discusses the robustness
of FLDA to random noise, and introduces our proposed
framework of NFIS-DFSL. Section 3 presents a new collected dataset, i.e., Bing Noisy Face Dataset (BNF) and the
experimental evaluation, and ﬁnally section 4 concludes this
work.

of Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) to random
noise which will be exploited for discriminant feature space
learning in our framework, and ﬁnally presents our joint
framework of NFIS-DFSL.
A. Problem Description
Formally, let us assume there are C NFISs, denoted as
{Xi }Ci=1 . For the i-th NFIS with Ni samples, its data matrix
is denoted as Xi = [xi1 , xi2 , ..., xiNi ] ∈ Rd×Ni , which is obtained
from the search engine with a subject name as the keyword.
The rank-order from the search engine for Xi is assumed
to be unavailable in this work. Inevitably, Xi contains a few
images that are irrelevant to the given subject, called as noise
images. The goal of this problem is to determine those noise
images, so as to achieve a set of clean face images for this
subject. It is generally formulated as a re-ranking problem in
most existing works, i.e., re-rank Xi as an ordered image set
Zi = [xsi1 , xsi2 , ..., xsiNi ], in which the face images are ranked
in descending order according to their conﬁdence score of
being clean.
In this work, the Precision-Recall curve is exploited as the
measurement to evaluate the performance of NFIS reﬁning.
The Precision-Recall curve of multiple NFISs is calculated
by the average of all the Precision-Recall curves. Besides,
the Area under Curve (AUC) of the Precision-Recall curve
is exploited as another measurement.
B. Analysis of the Robustness of FLDA to Random Noise
FLDA [8] is one of the most typical supervised feature
space learning approach, and in this section we show that
FLDA is robust to random noise which makes it a favorable
choice of discriminant feature space learning in our framework for NFIS reﬁning problem.
For each NFIS Xi , those clean and noise images are
O
R
denoted as XiR ∈ Rd×Ni and XiO ∈ Rd×Ni respectively. μ,
μ R , μiR and μiO represent the mean of all samples from C
NFISs, the mean of all clean samples from C NFISs, the
mean of all clean samples of Xi , and the mean of all noise
samples of Xi respectively. Suppose each sample in {Xi }Ci=1
has been subtracted by the mean of all samples and makes
μ = 0. As we assume the noise images are totally randomly
sampled, it is safe to assume the mean of noise images, i.e.,
expectation of μiO to be zero. Furthermore, the expectation
of μi and μ R can be reformulated as below:
E(NiR μiR + NiO μiO ) NiR R
=
μ ,
Ni
Ni i

∑Ci=1 (Ni μ − NiO μiO )
= 0 = u,
E(μ R ) = E
∑Ci=1 NiR
E(μi ) =

(1)

with Ni = NiR + NiO . Eq. (1) means that μ R has the same
expectation as μ and μi also shares same expectation as
μiR but with a different scale. With this, the expectation of
between-class scatter can be reformulated as follows:

II. N OISY FACE I MAGE S ETS R EFINING C OLLABORATED
WITH D ISCRIMINANT F EATURE S PACE L EARNING

E(SB )

This section ﬁrstly gives a formal deﬁnition of Noisy Face
Image Set (NFIS) reﬁning and then discusses the robustness

= ∑i=1 Ni E((μi − μ)(μi − μ)T )
C

= ∑i=1
C
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NiR R R
N (μ − μ R )(μiR − μ R )T .
Ni i i

(2)

Eq. (2) demonstrates that the between-class scatter calculated with noise samples approximately equals to that
calculated with only clean samples but with a different scale,
which means between-class scatter is not affected by the
random noise images.
Similarly, the total scatter ST can be rewritten as follows:
ST =

∑i=1 ∑xk ∈XiR (xk − μ)(xk − μ)T +
C
∑i=1 ∑xk ∈XiO (xk − μ)(xk − μ)T .

an identity matrix. We will compare these two initialization
strategies in Sec. III-C.
Given discriminant feature representation, reﬁne each
NFIS. As each NFIS distributes differently from the others,
they are reﬁned separately based on the discriminant feature
representation aiming for better reﬁnement. For each NFIS,
the one-class classiﬁcation method is exploited to reﬁne it as
follows:
(5)
fOCi (W T Xi ), i = 1, 2, ...,C,

C

(3)

where OC indicates the one-class classiﬁcation method and
fOCi denotes the one-class classier which outputs each sample’s conﬁdence score of being clean for the i-th NFIS. Then
each NFIS is re-ranked according to its conﬁdence score in
descending order. As a joint framework, NFIS-DFSL can
accompany any kind of one-class classiﬁcation method, such
as [6], [7], [5].
Given reﬁned NFISs, learn discriminant feature. In
the re-ranked NFIS, those samples in front have higher
conﬁdence of being clean, and the subset only with those
samples with higher conﬁdence from all subjects are much
less noisy. Based on the subset which is much less noisy,
a better discriminant feature can be achieved. Speciﬁcally,
the ﬁrst K% samples from each re-ranked NFIS are merged
together to train the FLDA model denoted as WK according
to Eq. (4).
Repeating. NFIS-DFSL repeats NFIS reﬁning and discriminant feature space learning iteratively, and each NFIS
is expected to be reﬁned more and more accurately. The
parameter K will be small at the ﬁrst iteration, and becomes
larger with more iterations until it reaches a pre-deﬁned
threshold. In this work, K is increased with step of 5 until
all the samples are selected, i.e, K, 2K, 3K, ..., 19K, 20K, but
other types of increasing step is also applicable.
The FLDA training in anterior iteration uses fewer but
cleaner samples, and the FLDA training in the posterior
iteration uses more but maybe noisy samples. However, it is
hard to determine which iteration to stop or output the best
performance. Besides, to make use of the complementary of
the models from each iteration, we propose to ensemble all
one-class classiﬁers from all iterations to form a more robust
once-class classiﬁer as below:

In Eq. (3), the ﬁrst term is ST of those clean samples of the
C subjects, which can be considered as a speciﬁc ST from C
subjects, and the second term is the ST of a few random noise
images, which can be considered as a random sampling of
the ST of all population. Based on the assumptions that these
noise images are totally random, it can be seen as a random
sampling of all facial images from multiple subjects. So the
scatter of the random noise is just slightly discriminative, and
will not be biased which can be seen as a regularization term.
In summary, based on C NFISs, the between-class scatter SB
is not affected by the noise images and total scatter ST is
actually a regularization of ST from only those clean images.
These characteristics demonstrate that FLDA is robust
to random noise, and considering its favorable robustness,
FLDA is adopted for discriminant feature space learning in
our joint framework for NFIS problem. We will prove the
robustness of FLDA to random noise in the experimental
section.
C. Proposed Method
In this subsection, we tackle the NFIS reﬁning by proposing the NFIS-DFSL. The feature space learning and NFIS
reﬁning are jointly conducted in NFIS-DFSL via a self-taught
mechanism. By design, NFIS-DFSL adopts the FLDA to
learn discriminant feature on the higher conﬁdence subsets
produced by the one-class classiﬁcation method and conducts
one-class classiﬁcation in the FLDA feature space to update
each sample’s conﬁdence score of being clean again. NFISDFSL method teach itself to choose the more conﬁdent
samples and update the conﬁdence model in an iterative
method via FLDA learning and one-class classiﬁcation. An
overview of the joint framework of NFIS-DFSL is presented
in Figure 1, consisting of three components, initialization
of discriminant feature representation, reﬁning each NFIS
given the discriminant feature representation, and learning
discriminant feature representation given reﬁned NFISs.
Initialization of discriminant feature representation.
To initialize a discriminant feature representation for the
following reﬁnement of NFIS, the ﬁrst that springs to mind is
directly applying FLDA on the images from NFISs including
those noise images as it is robust to random noise, as follows:
W = arg max(|W T SBW |/|W T ST W |).
W

FOCi (Xi ) = ∑k∈{K,2K,3K,...,20K} fOCik (WkT Xi ), i = 1, 2, ...,C.
(6)
The ensemble classiﬁer in Eq. (6) actually increases the
weight of those samples with higher conﬁdence score of
being clean, i.e., those samples have more chance to participate the training of FLDA model. This strategy is more
ﬂexible and robust leading to better result, as evaluated in
sec. 3.3. The detailed procedures of NFIS-DFSL is presented
in Algorithm 1.

(4)

III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

With discriminant projection W , the discriminant feature
of the i-th NFIS can be obtained as W T Xi . An alternative is
using the raw feature space directly, where W can be seen as

In this section, we ﬁrstly present a newly collected benchmark, Bing Noisy Face Dataset (BNF), for the evaluation
of NFIS reﬁning. Then, we evaluate the proposed joint
546
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Overview of the NFIS-DFSL.

Algorithm 1 NFIS-DFSL.
Input:
The C NFISs: {Xi }Ci=1 . One-class classiﬁcation method:
OC.
The set of K in ascending order: SK :, e.g., K = 5, SK =
{K, 2K, 3K, ..., 20K}
Output:
The C re-ranked NFISs
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Fig. 2. Examples of NFIS in BNF. (a) Jacee Chen; (b) Jackie Chen. Images
with green boarder are clean ones and images with red boarder are noise
ones.

Initialize the discriminant feature space according to Eq.
(4) and conduct one-class classiﬁcation to re-rank each
NFIS.
for each K in SK do
For each re-ranked NFIS, select the ﬁrst K% samples
in front and use all these selected samples to re-train
a FLDA model denoted as WK .
In the learned FLDA feature space, conduct oneclass classiﬁcation to re-rank each NFIS. Denote
fOCiK (WKT Xi ) as one-class classiﬁer for the i-th NFIS
in this iteration.
end for
Calculate the ensemble one-class classiﬁer FOCi (Xi ) for
the i-th NFIS according to Eq. (6), and use FOCi (Xi ) to
re-rank the i-th NFIS, where i = 1, 2, ...,C.
return The C re-ranked NFISs.

preprocessing steps are applied, i.e., face detection and face
alignment. In this study, the OpenCV face detector [23] and
the CFAN face alignment toolbox [9] are employed to align
the raw images into 300 × 300 pixel. Then manual identity
annotation is done with the help of three volunteers. For
each person, an image is labeled as clean if all volunteers
agree in that, and similarly an image is labeled as noise if all
volunteers agree in that. Those images with disagreements
among all volunteers will be dropped directly. Totally, we
get 15, 515 images of 46 NFISs and term this dataset as
Bing Noisy Face Dataset (BNF).
Fig. 2 shows two example NFISs in BNF. The noise
samples in BNF dataset can be either random outlier or
mislabeled sample:
1) Random outlier, e.g, the second noise image in Fig.
2-(b).
2) Mislabeled sample, e.g, the ﬁrst noise image in Fig.
2-(a), who is actually the subject in Fig. 2-(b).
The noise proportion of BNF dataset ranges in [0.4, 0.635],
which forms a very challenging dataset for NFIS reﬁning.
However, to investigate the problem in more challenging
case, a subset with noise proportion ranging in [0.5, 0.635]
is selected, denoted as BNF-Hard, which includes 10,085
images from 23 subjects.
Furthermore, to investigate the NFIS reﬁning in extremely

framework of NFIS-DFSL on this real-world dataset and a
synthetic dataset.
A. Evaluation Datasets
To collect a real-world noisy face dataset for evaluating
techniques aiming for NFIS reﬁning problem, we use the
Microsoft Bing search engine to crawl face images using
the names of 46 celebrities. For each subject, the crawler
automatically downloads 300 ∼ 500 images and removes
broken and duplicate images. For the raw images, two
547

challenging case, a synthetic dataset is used. Firstly, we
collect images of another 1,001 celebrities with Bing search
engine as 1,001 NFISs. It takes less than 5 minutes to label
a noisy face set with about 300 face images with the ﬁrst
200 images sorted by NFIS-DFSL being manually checked.
While it takes about 15 minutes if labeled without the assistance of NFIS-DFSL method to get the same number of clean
face images. Secondly, the NFIS of these 1,001 subjects
are re-ranked using our proposed NFIS-DFSL method, and
the ﬁrst 200 images of each NFIS are manually checked to
remove those noise images. Finally, those clean images of the
ﬁrst 200 images from all subjects form as a Bing Celebrity
Face Dataset (BCF). In summary, BCF dataset contains
181,373 images of 1,001 persons with no noise images for
each subject. To build a synthetic noisy dataset which is
extremely challenging, 100 persons with 100 images per
person are selected, and images randomly from the rest 901
persons are added into each subject as noise images. In this
way, two synthetic datasets are established with percentage
of noise images as 60% and 80% respectively, and the two
datasets are termed as BCF-N60 and BCF-N80. Table. I
presents the statistics of all four evaluation sets in BNF and
BCF.

compare our method with UOCL. Among the comparison
methods, UOCL-RAW directly conduct the UOCL in the
LBP feature space, and it performs the worst as the LBP
is not discriminant and thus cannot promise a good result
of UOCL. Furthermore, UOCL-FLDA0 is conducted in the
FLDA0 feature space, which performs much better as the
discriminant feature can signiﬁcantly facilitate the reﬁnement
problem. Here, FLDA0 is the initial discriminant feature
space achieved by using all NFISs. Moreover, our method
NFIS-FDL outperforms both UOCL-raw and UOCL-FLDA0
beneﬁtted from the iterative update of both feature space
learning and NFIS reﬁning. Two initialization strategies of
the feature representation are employed for our methods,
i.e., raw LBP feature and FLDA0 feature, and as seen
UOCL-NFIS-DFSL(RAW) and UOCL-NFIS-DFSL(LDA0)
are comparative to each other on average. Similarly, our
NFIS-DFSL is also compared with RKDE and SMRS as
shown in Fig. 3-(b) and Fig. 3-(c) respectively. From these
comparisons, the same conclusion can be obtained as follows:
1) The state-of-the-art one-class classiﬁcation methods,
i.e., UOCL, RKDE and SMRS can be signiﬁcantly improved
when being embedded in NFIS-DFSL, as the discriminant
feature space learning and NFIS reﬁning can beneﬁt each
other in an iterative way.

B. Experimental Settings
Face Representation:. In all experiments, the face images
are normalized into 80 × 64 pixel with two eye center
locations ﬁxed at (17, 31) and (41, 31). Rather than the
raw grey pixel, the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) feature [24]
known as a popular local feature for face representation is
employed for more expressive representation. Speciﬁcally,
the face image is divided into 10*8 cells, and then, the
uniform LBP pattern [10] is extracted leading to the LBP
feature of 4720 dimensions. Finally, the square root of the
LBP is used as the feature representation following the
suggestions in [25].
One-class Classiﬁcation Methods: The methods of
UOCL[6], RKDE[5] and SMRS[7] are the three state-ofthe-art one-class classiﬁcation methods, and our method is
compared with them. As our method is a joint framework,
any one-class classiﬁcation method can be embedded in
it. Therefore, UOCL, RKDE and SMRS are respectively
embedded in our method for a fair comparison with these
methods. The parameters of each method are set as same as
the embedded one in our method. For UOCL, the Gaussian
Kernel k(x, y) = exp(−x − y2 /2σ 2 ) is employed with σ =
∑ni, j=1 xi − x j 2 /n2 and k of the KNN graph is set as
6 in terms of squared Euclidean distance. In RKDE, the
bandwidth is chosen via least square cross validation. For
SMRS, the row sparsity index (rsi) is adopted, of which lower
rsi means higher conﬁdence of being clean.

2) The NFIS-DFSL with RKDE embedded achieves the
best performance on average on the four evaluation sets, as
shown in Table II. The experimental results also demonstrate
that, for both real-world BNF and synthetic BCF dataset, the
bigger the minimum noise proportion, the larger performance
improvement NFIS-FDL achieves.
3) FLDA is robust to noise. Although the mean of noise
images may be not exactly zero, it approximates zero with
promising performance. This can be proved by that the
UOCL-FLDA0, RKDE-FLDA0 and SMRS-FLDA0 significantly outperform UOCL-RAW, RKDE-RAW and SMRSRAW. As shown in Table II, the performance of all one-class
classiﬁcation methods conducted in FLDA0 is double of that
in raw LBP feature space on BCF-N80 with 80% noise.
4) The experimental results also demonstrate that the realworld dataset can be more challenging. As shown in Table.
II, both the one-class classiﬁcation methods conducted in
FLDA0 and our NFIS-DFSL perform better on synthetic
BCF-N80 with 80% noise than on real-world BNF-Hard with
56.46% noise.
To further investigate the self-taught mechanism of
NFIS-DFSL, Fig. 4 demonstrates the intermediate results
for a NFIS during different iterations. The UOCL-NFISDFSL(RAW) method and BNF-Hard dataset are employed.
With the increase of iteration, the re-ranked NFIS become
more and more accurate. NFIS-DFSL method teaches itself
to choose the more conﬁdent samples and update the conﬁdence model in Eq. (6) in an iterative method via FLDA
learning and one-class classiﬁcation.

C. Evaluation of the proposed NFIS-DFSL
This subsection compares the proposed NFIS-DFSL
method with three state-of-the-art one-class classiﬁcation
methods, i.e., UOCL, RKDE and SMRS. The evaluations
of all methods are shown in Fig. 3 and Table II. Fig. 3-(a)
548

TABLE I
S TATISTICS OF DIFFERENT EVALUATION SETS IN BNF AND BCF
Evaluation Set
BNF
BNF-Hard
BCF-N60
BCF-N80
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Comparisons of our NFIS-DFSL with state-of-the-art one-class classiﬁcation methods: a) UOCL; b) RDKE; c) SMRS.
TABLE II

C OMPARISONS OF THE AUC OF ONE - CLASS CLASSIFICATION METHODS AND NFIS-DFSL ON THE FOUR EVALUATION SETS , AND THE BEST
PERFORMANCE IN EACH COLUMN IS SHOWN IN BOLD .
Method
UOCL-RAW
UOCL-FLDA0
UOCL-NFIS-DFSL(RAW)
UOCL-NFIS-DFSL(FLDA0)
RKDE-RAW
RKDE-FLDA0
RKDE-NFIS-DFSL(RAW)
RKDE-NFIS-DFSL(FLDA0)
SMRS-RAW
SMRS-FLDA0
SMRS-NFIS-DFSL(RAW)
SMRS-NFIS-DFSL(FLDA0)

BNF
0.7360
0.8766
0.9176
0.9184
0.7389
0.8765
0.9239
0.9174
0.7195
0.8588
0.8840
0.8811

BNF-Hard
0.6831
0.8023
0.8885
0.8615
0.6844
0.8030
0.8980
0.8642
0.6708
0.7945
0.8797
0.8509

IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this work, we attempt to deal with the Noisy Face
Image Set (NFIS) reﬁning, which plays an important role
in the building of large-scale face dataset. Firstly, we set
up the Bing Noisy Face Dataset with 15,515 images of
46 NFISs collecting from Microsoft Bing Search Engine.
Furthermore, we propose a joint framework of Noisy Face

BCF-N60
0.5861
0.9650
0.9803
0.9835
0.6118
0.9654
0.9813
0.9837
0.6559
0.9102
0.9498
0.9490

BCF-N80
0.3028
0.8937
0.9390
0.9581
0.3206
0.8942
0.9388
0.9567
0.3517
0.8082
0.9032
0.9127

Average
0.5770
0.8844
0.9313
0.9304
0.5889
0.8848
0.9353
0.9305
0.5995
0.8429
0.9042
0.8984

Image Sets Reﬁning Collaborated with Discriminant Feature
Space Learning (NFIS-DFSL) to deal with NFIS reﬁning
problem, which conducts feature space learning and reﬁnement of NFISs in a self-taught mechanism. The experimental
results demonstrate that state-of-the-art one-class classiﬁcation methods can be signiﬁcantly improved when being
embedded in NFIS-DFSL, and our proposed framework
exhibits strong robustness when the mean noise proportion
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Fig. 4. The intermediate result for a NFIS during different iterations, and
only the top-8 re-ranked images are shown for simplicity. Images with green
boarder are clean ones and images with red boarder are noise ones.

is up to 50% ∼ 80%.
For future work, our approach can be naturally improved
by incorporating the initial rank from search engine. Besides,
we will replace FLDA with more advanced feature learning
method such as convolution neural network and develop
method to estimate the noise proportion of the NFIS.
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